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Welcome to FlowView PRISM 1.7.3!

www.adsprism.com
Have you logged into FlowView PRISM lately? You should! Another sprint has closed, one in which the FlowView
PRISM team challenged themselves to crush as many bugs as possible. They took the “Thanos” sprint name to
heart and snapped 82 bugs across all three environments into nonexistence. Many “behind the scenes” tweaks have
also been completed to make performance smoother and faster than ever. Below are a few of the reported bugs that
were taken care of in the past weeks:
-

Administrator and Customer Administrator roles have the ability to assign Customers to new users so they
can access the assigned Customers. That’s right, they now actually have that ability! For a short time, that
ability was nonfunctioning, but now it has returned!

-

With the addition of the ANSR engine to FlowView PRISM, the calculated entities it creates should also be
added to the entity selector on the location dashboard, so say we all! Thus, it has been done. Check out
your calculated entities now!

-

When viewing the Location Details page from the Location Dashboard, the “Associated Entity” has been
updated to the more accurate title “ANSR ENGINE.”

-

The editable fields of the TRITON+ monitor configuration pages have been updated to now include units of
measure for appropriate fields, because context is important and so is your physical offset value.

-

While creating a new customer, there exists an option to immediately add in monitors. When selecting to add
a Triton+, the process would spin and go nowhere. As that’s quite frustrating, this has been resolved and
selecting the option to add a new location lets you do just that!

-

When assigned a customer for viewing purposing, you should retain access to said customer, correct?
Indeed, and now your access is static unless purposefully changed. No longer will permission to view a
customer mysteriously disappear; the team has Sherlocked their way through this issue, my dear Watson.

-

Sometimes a brand new customer within FlowView PRISM was unable to have location groups saved.
Previously, that is, since this has now been corrected. Location groups for everyone!

-

When you change an assigned rain gauge, the new gauge will be visible on the location card immediately,
unlike before when you had to close the card, navigate away, and return again to see the new assignment
was saved correctly. That’s too much work, so we’ve made it simply update automatically. You’re welcome!

So, what’s next?
The Incredible Hulk sprint is underway! Most of Thanos sprint was focused on bug fixes and optimizations across all
environments the FlowView PRISM team works in to reduce the risk of causing problems with future releases.
Incredible Hulk will see that development continues on Triton+ Activation, ANSR, Data Editing, and the import of
KML layers! The FlowView PRISM team always welcomes comments, suggestions, requests, and bug notification.
We also love hearing about your experience with FlowView PRISM – good and bad – and use that input to energize
the team or identify opportunity in the next sprint. Do you have an idea that would make your or someone-youknow’s tasks easier or faster in FlowView PRISM? Let us know!
If you have any questions about FlowView PRISM, please contact Candi Cole, Lee Keel, or Jordan Box of the
PRISM Development Team. Please continue to submit bug reports and feature requests through the self-reporting
tool in FlowView PRISM.

